
VISTA 
SERIES™

Advanced glass printing 
for a contemporary,  
grid-patterned glass  
shower enclosure design 

The Vista Series™ is the inventive solution for glass 
shower enclosures that creates a contemporary grid 
design, without requiring interior/exterior metal 
bars or individual glass panels. Employing Satori™ 
Ceramic-Frit In-Glass Printing, Cardinal can create a 
high-definition grid pattern displayed across a single 
sheet of glass. The result is a beautifully clear grid 
that is simple to clean, easy to install, and costs less 
than traditional metal bar/glass panel construction.



Vista Series™

Cardinal’s popular heavy-glass shower 
enclosure is now enhanced by a simple grid 
pattern that complements the appearance 
of any bathroom. This unique Vista Series™ 

shower enclosure provides for a contemporary 
appearance at a much lower price point than 
conventional metal-grid pattern shower doors.

•  Provides the same look of textured metal
grids on a single sheet of glass, without
the cost and maintenance issues
associated with conventional metal grids

•  Choose from a vertical/horizontal design
or a horizontal only design

•  Available in clear or low-Iron tempered
glass in 3/8” or 1/2” thickness

• Standard grid width: 3/4”, 1”, or 1-1/4”

•  An extended width 2-1/2”border is available
to fit larger 2-1/4” stock hinges, providing a
unique “window” appearance. This border
option also serves to hide the door hinges,
for an overall cleaner appearance

•  Cardinal 10™ Surface Protection added
to the back of the glass

•  Available in matte black or oil-rubbed
bronze grid finish. A smooth finish option,
with matching hardware, is also available

Craftsman Vista Series™

The Craftsman Vista Series™ offers a 
contemporary design in a framed shower 
enclosure, without the cost of a conventional 

metal-grid pattern shower enclosure. The 
Craftsman Vista Series is offered in stock 
heights fitted for Cardinal’s popular  
Craftsman Series.

•  Available height options for sliding
door enclosures: 54-1/2” up to 90”

•  Available height options for swing
door enclosures: 69” up to 90”

•  All features of the Vista Series
are included

•  Provides a very high-end, contemporary
appearance at an affordable price point

Premium Vista Series™

The Premium Vista Series™ offers all of  
the features of the Vista Series, while also 
providing a true 3-dimensional look.   
Utilizing adhesive-mounted metal strips,  
the Premium Vista Series delivers both an 
eye-catching 3-dimensional appearance  
and a lower cost.  

•  Low-profile adhesive metal grids strips
are included, designed to be adhered
to the exterior side of the glass during
installation. The grid pattern from the
interior of the glass sheet provides for
an easy-to-follow outline for the
installation of the strips

•  Professional exterior grid pattern without
requiring expensive, difficult-to-maintain
interior metal grids

•  All features of the Vista Series are included

Cardinal 10™ Surface Protection
All Vista Series™ enclosures include Cardinal 10™ Surface Protection. This extra layer 
of protection proivdes an easy-clean, non-stick surface that repels soap scum, grime, 
mineral buildup, and more. Cardinal 10 can be easily maintained using standard  
glass-cleaning solutions.


